Work
Transformation
Manufacturer

“In the span of 12 hours, we ported
nearly 10,000 email accounts to
Broadcom, while transitioning 14,000
accounts from an on-premises email
server to Gmail. It’s amazing to start
realizing these operational
efficiencies from day one of the
combined operations. We couldn’t
have done it without Google.” – Andy
Nallappan, Vice President, Chief
Information Officer, Global
Information Technology, Broadcom
Read Full Story

BUSINESS IMPACT

IMPROVEMENT AREAS
Broadcom needed workplace solutions to support
revenue growth by accelerating product development & to
aid margin growth by speeding the consolidation of the
acquired operations.
OUR SOLUTION
MediaAgility has migrated Broadcom to Google
Workspace. MediaAgility supported ongoing training, and
provided extra assistance for onboardings and other
bursts of activity during mergers, acquisitions, and
restructurings.
HIGHLIGHTS
●

●
●
●
●

Employees often use a combination of
Drive and Gmail to share large files by
including a link to a file on Drive, instead
of attaching a file to an email
400 lab teams use Google Sites
A Google Chat room can have upto
8000 participants
Integrated support of 28 languages
Jamboard is also a well-liked tool for
developing and sharing whiteboard
pictures and notes

1K %

Revenue growth
driven by accelerated
product development

$ 1.5

Million savings at the
time of migration

3.5K

Employees migrated
Cost-efficient solution

6X

Volume

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
●
●
●

●

Google Cloud Partner Expertise in Work
Transformation
Engineers with over 360 Cloud
certifications
Focused expertise to produce
innovation-centric outcomes that
maximize ROI and business impact
Active collaboration & high
responsiveness through “agile time zone”

Location
Intelligence & Work
Transformation
Mobility Services

“Google Maps Platform provided an
incredible experience for our users and
this encouraged us to consider Google
Cloud Platform. In addition, we were
using Google Workspace cloud-based
workplace applications for
communication and collaboration, and
its seamless scalability gave us further
confidence in Google Cloud
infrastructure services,” Shayanthan
Kanaganayagham, Chief Architect,
PickMe
Read Full Story

BUSINESS IMPACT
IMPROVEMENT AREAS
PickMe, a ride hailing service had a vision to lead the local
market and become a premier mobility solutions provider.
They wanted a solution to aid this vision.
OUR SOLUTION
PickMe partnered with MediaAgility to provision Google
Maps Platform and Google Workspace for the business.

HIGHLIGHTS
●

●

●

Directions API: To calculate the
directions between locations and
determine the time required to
complete a journey from origin to
destination
Places API to locate establishments,
locations, and points of interest, and the
best route to them
Google Cloud, Google Workspace,
and Google Maps have positioned
PickMe to keep growing and enter new
markets

Seamless
communication
Real-time
decision making
Looking to deploy
new machine
learning models

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
●

●
●

●

Google Cloud Partner
Expertise in Work
Transformation
Engineers with over
360 Cloud certifications
Focused expertise to
produce innovation-centric
outcomes that maximize ROI
and business impact
Active collaboration & high
responsiveness through
“agile time zone”

Work
Transformation
Services

“MediaAgility has been a great
partner, they helped migrate 1200+
people in distributed locations across
the country and have gone far and
beyond to make sure we succeeded
in our goal to avoid any downtime
and loss of emails“, Ajay Poddar, VP
Engineering at Shaadi.com.

BUSINESS IMPACT

IMPROVEMENT AREAS

1200+

Their millennial employees wanted to use Google
Workspace’s smart features for collaboration and
communication.

Accounts
migrated
globally.

OUR SOLUTION
MediaAgility helped Shaadi.com implement Google Workspace. Also,
MediaAgility integrated Shaadi.com’s Human Resources tool with Google
Workspace to automatically organize their employee profiles into groups within
their intranet portals.

HIGHLIGHTS
●

●

Read Full Story
●

Shaadi.com’s teams, spread across the
country, were migrated in a well
planned, phased approach to ensure no
downtimes
Continuous and rigorous mail flow
testing was performed for various
real-life scenarios to avoid email loss
A change management program was
introduced after the migration to train
Shaadi.com’s employees and executives

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
●
●
●

●

Google Cloud Partner Expertise in
Work Transformation
Engineers with over
360 Cloud certifications
Focused expertise to produce
innovation-centric outcomes that
maximize ROI and business impact
Active collaboration & high
responsiveness through “agile time
zone”

Work
Transformation

FMCG
“Google Workspace has provided our business
with increased flexibility and reduced costs, I
can think of few other changes we have made
in the business that have been as
transformative as this and have been as well
received by people from executives down to
regular staff. MediaAgility is a premier Google
Workspace partner in UK and played a
significant role in helping us to deploy Google
Workspace for our business,” Nick Davey, IT
Manager at Magna Confectioners.

Read Full Story

BUSINESS IMPACT
IMPROVEMENT AREAS
Magna Confectioners earlier relied on Lotus
Domino/Notes which proved to be
●
A clunky system and the company saw
administrative issues with the legacy system
●
Time intensive to maintain the system as well as a
drain on system resources
●
No access to remote users other than via laptop
VPN
MediaAgility’s SOLUTION
MediaAgility helped in evaluating the mobility, security, and
ease of access to information and other aspects of Google
Workspace and helped in the migration.

HIGHLIGHTS

●

●

Chat and Google Drive are the
most prominent products being
used
The deployment team at
MediaAgility smoothly transitioned
them to the new Google
Workspace

33%

Reduction in cost
Increased flexibility

Cloud-based office suite
for collaboration and
remote work
Seamless collaboration
with peers, colleagues,
partners, vendors and
clients

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
●
●

●

Google Partner Expertise in
Workplace
Focused expertise to produce
innovation-centric outcomes that
maximize ROI and business impact
Active collaboration & high
responsiveness through “agile time
zone”

Work
Transformation
Retail and eCommerce

“Google Workspace for Business has
provided us with so much more
productivity than we could ever have
asked for. In a mobile and dynamic work
environment such as ours, being able to
work on the go means that work is not
disrupted when we are out for meetings.
The result is a much more productive
day for each of us,“ Pardeep Thind, IT
manager of Snapdeal
Read Full Story

BUSINESS IMPACT
IMPROVEMENT AREAS
●
Snapdeal’s employees found that their limited email
storage size was hindering business efficiency
●
Also, they were maintaining two domains and
wanted to use only one
MediaAgility’s SOLUTION
MediaAgility was the partner in the evaluation and
migration to Google Workspace. Tests were conducted
based on a stringent list of criteria that included stability,
security and ease of use. The results exceeded
expectations.
HIGHLIGHTS
●

●

Google’s dedicated IT support team
provided technical support to the
in-house team
The implementation process began
with senior management, followed by
the rest of the company. The entire
migration process was completed in
only four weeks

Boost in email storage
Singular communications
and collaboration platform
for increased productivity
and efficiency
Greater flexibility and
access controls
Faster and better
decision-making for
management

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
●
●

●

Google Partner Expertise in
Workplace
Focused expertise to produce
innovation-centric outcomes that
maximize ROI and business
impact
Active collaboration & high
responsiveness through “agile
time zone”

